Smart Infrastructure and Systems Programme

Our built infrastructure is digitally defined. We champion the role of technology in driving positive outcomes; from hitting net zero goals to improving safety. In doing so, we also optimise the commercial and regulatory landscape to ensure innovation in infrastructure can flourish.

Find out more about our Smart Infrastructure and Systems Programme.
The benefits of our Smart Infrastructure and Systems programme

Industry Access
techUK represents businesses applying technology to solve infrastructure’s most complex challenges. From start-ups to FTSE 100 companies, our members are pioneering innovative approaches for achieving net zero, building resilience, and delivering digitally enabled services across utilities, transport, and cities. We’re proud to bring members unrivalled opportunities to understand key trends driving change in the infrastructure sector, forge lasting commercial partnerships and position themselves at the forefront of change.

Influence Policy
techUK has a powerful voice in policy debates spanning energy, utilities, transport, and the built environment. Our work has helped establish a legal framework for Automated Vehicles, increased political recognition of the importance of smart infrastructure, and primed the regulatory environment for technologies, from artificial intelligence to quantum computing.

Inside Track
Smart infrastructure businesses are operating within increasingly uncertain political and economic conditions. At the same time, technology is advancing at breakneck speed, with solutions scaling-up and searching for a route to market. techUK cuts through the noise, ensuring that members understand what political, economic and technological changes mean for their business. Through access to exclusive briefings, events and insights, our members equip themselves with the insight they need to win in a highly competitive sector while raising their profiles as thought leaders.

Impact Performance
In a competitive market, we bring members access to exclusive opportunities to meet with prospective clients and partners. Our programme of networking, roundtables and market engagement events help members improve performance and generate commercial advantage. This unparalleled access, supported by need-to-know regulatory updates, enables our members to grow, influence, and strengthen their reputation as innovators.

Return on Investment
techUK is led by our members which ensures everything we do generates commercial benefit for the industry. This means membership helps companies not only understand the sector, but actively lead it. Our member leadership committees (Transport, Energy, and Digital Twins) are focused on ensuring that the UK’s infrastructure is digitally enabled, and infrastructure owners and government see the value of technology transformation.

Get in touch
Email: membership@techuk.org | Telephone: 020 7331 2026